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EIGHT Therapeutic Goods Administration 
(TGA)-approved immune checkpoint 
inhibitor (ICI) drugs are licensed for 
cancer immunotherapy, three of which, 
namely pembrolizumab (Keytruda, Merck), 
ipilimumab (Yervoy, Bristol-Meyers Squibb) 
and nivolumab (Opdivo, Bristol-Myers 
Squibb) are listed on the Pharmaceutical 
Benefits Scheme (PBS), predominantly 
for common cancers. Approximately 40% 
of all cancer deaths (25,000 patients per 
annum in Australia) are caused by the 
group of approximately 200 rare and 
less common cancers (RLCs).1,2

PBS listing of ICI drugs for RLCs has 
been confounded by the Pharmaceutical 
Benefits Advisory Committee (PBAC) 
requirement of demonstration of efficacy 
of each new drug for each cancer type in 
Phase 3 trials, a criterion that cannot be 
met by the low frequency of individual 
RLC types.

Drug manufacturers ask high prices 
for the supply of ICI drugs, which the 
Federal Government is reluctant to pay. 
RLC sufferers for whom all conventional 
therapies have failed are caught in 
the stalemate between the PBAC and 
pharmaceutical companies over pricing 
and evidentiary requirements. These 
patients can expect to pay A$135,000 
for a single course of an ICI drug,3 
approximately 1000-fold more than the 
PBS-subsidised price charged for the same 
drug to a patient with a common cancer. 

Homes are remortgaged, businesses are 
sold, retirement savings are spent and 
superannuation is cashed in to pay for the 
ICI drug. The family might never recover.4–7

Although there is evidence that deaths 
can be prevented or suffering ameliorated 
with ICIs, the drug(s) might not work for 
a given patient because there is response 
variability not only between cancer types, 
but also between patients with the same 
cancer type.8

Those with an RLC struggle with guilt 
over the financial and emotional turmoil 
their disease brings to their families, with 
one RLC patient asking ‘How much is 
my life really worth?’ (Danielle Tindle, 
neuroendocrine carcinoma, pers. 
comm., 2015).

PBS listings are too specific in some 
cases. Thus, the PBS approves ICIs for clear 
cell renal cell carcinoma (RCC) but not 
non-clear cell RCC, even though the drug 
works for all subtypes.9 Initiatives to define 
tumour type not by site of origin or histology 
but by genetic profile further muddy the 
waters; even histologically identical tumours 
arising at the same anatomical site might 
not be genetically identical.10,11

History
The cancer immunotherapy revolution took 
off in 2011 when the US Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA) licensed ipilimumab, 
improving the survival of patients with 
late-stage melanoma refractory to 
conventional therapies.12 As later Phase 3 
clinical trial data emerged, approval was 

extended to other common cancer types. 
Nivolumab, for example, is now approved 
to treat approximately eight common 
tumour types alone or in conjunction with 
ipilimumab.13 In Australia, each of these 
drugs was initially approved by the TGA 
and PBAC for government subsidy via 
the PBS for a single common cancer type. 
Clinicians now use ICIs as single agents or 
combined with chemotherapies, surgery 
or tumour-specific vaccines as first- or 
second-line treatment.14

By 2021, seven other ICI drugs were 
licensed.15,16 These pan-tumour (tumour-
agnostic) agents signal an important new 
paradigm in clinical management in which 
tumour genomic signature supersedes 
tumour location and histology in informing 
treatment decisions.16

Not all cancer types have responded 
as well as melanoma or, more recently, 
non-small cell lung cancer. There is 
considerable response variability among 
different tumour types and among patients 
with the same tumour type. Although 
transient partial regressions might be 
achieved, a cure will be realised only 
for a minority of patients.16

Knowledge of RLC patient outcomes 
is incomplete because of inconsistency in 
data collection.2

Some cancers have evolved mechanisms 
for avoiding attacks through ICI pathways; 
some respond less well to ICIs than to 
standard therapies.17,18 Only 10–20% 
of patients treated might obtain clinical 
benefit. Genome sequencing might 
identify genetic signatures that are 
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associated with tumour susceptibility to 
ICIs, allowing future prediction of those 
patients likely to respond.19 That, plus 
multiorgan autoimmune adverse events 
associated with non-specific immune 
activation caused by ICI drugs, might 
indicate high-quality palliative care as 
a better option in some cases.20

The PBS currently spends A$14.7 
billion per annum subsidising drugs for 
various diseases.21 When considering a 
new immunotherapy drug for subsidy, 
the PBAC deliberates what it will cost 
the Federal Government to buy it from 
the pharmaceutical manufacturer and 
how effective the drug is compared 
with existing therapies. With many 
demands on a limited healthcare budget, 
cost-effectiveness to the overall population 
is best served by subsidising the most 
common cancers individually rather than 
individual RLCs. For RLCs, the PBAC has 
been found wanting.

The pharmaceutical companies defend 
the high purchase prices they propose, 
citing expenditure on drug development 
costs, expensive Phase 3 trials and 
costs incurred complying with TGA and 
PBAC submission requirements.22 The 
asking price is also influenced by what 
profit margin the companies can sustain 
internationally. Ultimately, registration 
for RLCs relies on the willingness of 
pharmaceutical companies to invest in new 
drugs; they hesitate to spend in the small 
markets, which individual RLCs provide. 
Furthermore, they criticise the PBAC for 
setting the bar too high by insisting that a 
company demonstrates the efficacy of a 
new drug for each individual cancer type, 
this stipulation being a hangover from 
the National Health Act 1953, in which 
legislation on drug subsidy is embedded.

In 1983, the US government passed the 
Orphan Drug Act to give drug companies 
certain financial benefits for developing 
orphan (ie rare disease) drugs. This law is 
meant to help bring more drugs to patients 
with rare diseases.

Clinical trials and costing
Enrolling in a clinical trial to access an 
immunotherapeutic for their cancer has 
not been an option for most patients 

with an RLC. Although multicountry 
randomised trial data have secured PBS 
subsidy for the uncommon cancers, 
gastrointestinal stromal tumour, chronic 
myeloid leukaemia and gall bladder 
cancer,23 no such trials have been 
conducted for most of the approximately 
200 RLC types. In 2018 there were 

roughly 10-fold fewer clinical trials for 
all RLCs than for common or advanced 
common cancers.2

There is a call for more innovative trials 
with more flexible inclusion criteria.24

In collaboration with Big Pharma, 
Australia has proposed to ‘bolt on’ rare 
cancers to trials of common cancers 

Box 1. Recommendations for drug agencies, pharmaceutical companies and 
governments to expedite affordable access to novel immunotherapies for 
sufferers of rare and less common cancers

• Allow flexible approaches within existing legislative frameworks to gain access to 
medicines for RLC.

• TGA and PBAC to simplify and streamline the listing of drugs for RLC cancer, where the 
RLC is already approved in jurisdictions overseas (FDA or European Medicines Agency).

• TGA and PBAC to accept multi-indication submissions for RLC therapy.

• PBAC to acknowledge the molecular perspective that ultimately ALL cancers are potential 
RLCs and to frame evidentiary requirements accordingly.10,11,16

• PBAC to acknowledge more deeply the RLC patients’ concerns regarding the 
affordability of new cancer immunotherapies (Danielle Tindle, neuroendocrine carcinoma, 
pers. comm., 2015).3–7

• PBAC to accommodate evidence from animal clinical sciences into its decision-making.

• PBAC to consider a provisional listing of drugs for RLCs pending definitive evidence-based 
formal listing in a process incorporating risk-share arrangements and managed-access 
schemes.

• PBAC to review the cost imposed on Big Pharma to make a submission for subsidy of a 
new drug.

• Big Pharma to use multi-indication submissions to proactively seek registration and PBAC-
recommended subsidy for rare cancers. Data from patients who have used managed-access 
and risk-sharing schemes for drug access might be used.

• Big Pharma to price its medicines in Australia irrespective of what the company charges in 
the unregulated pricing environment of the USA, its primary market.

• Big Pharma to establish clarity in their compassionate access schemes.

• Encourage investigator-led local RLC clinical trials designed with flexible criteria to include 
several ‘lumped’ RLC cancer types and different drugs in different arms to provide data to 
support TGA listing and subsequent PBS listing.26

• Dedicated Governmental and Big Pharma funding for local RLC clinical trials.22

• Expand global clinical trials to include ‘bolt-on’ RLC cancer types in a TRICEPS (Treat Rare 
Collect data and share) rare solutions approach.2

• Design clinical trials to incorporate a ‘work-around’ to take into account the potential 
exclusion of patients because of previous treatments.

• Establish a national framework for RLC cancers, which includes physicians, researchers, 
patient groups, Pharma and government, to allow access by patients and their managing 
physicians and define standards and best-management practices.2

• Establish a centralised database of all RLC cancer incidence and outcomes (building on the 
REDcap Rare Cancer Database), which can be interrogated nationally and internationally.2

• Equity in research funding for RLCs.27

• Equity for support services for RLC patients.

• Raise the profile of RLCs among the news media and high-profile celebrities whose social 
media pronouncements on common cancers bias the public’s inclination regarding where to 
donate its cancer charity dollars.

Big Pharma, major pharmaceutical companies; FDA, US Food and Drug Administration; TGA, Therapeutic Goods 
Administration; PBAC, Pharmaceutical Benefits Advisory Committee; RLC, rare and less common cancers.
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with similar genetic signatures or to 
‘lump’ several RLC types displaying 
the same genetic signature together.2 
The Federal Government’s Clinical 
Trials Activity initiative provides A$750 
million over 10 years between 2022–23 
and 2031–32 to increase clinical trial 
activity, particularly addressing rare 
diseases, including RLCs.25 The initiative 
includes bringing investigator-led 
international clinical trials to Australia.22 
The International Rare Cancers Initiative 
functions as the main global platform for 
achieving new international clinical trials 
in rare tumours.26

For use in the UK’s National Health 
Service (NHS), ICI drugs are considered 
with less mature clinical trial data on their 
effectiveness than in the past. In addition, 
there is a recognition that clinical trials, 
although essential to proving a drug’s 
safety and efficacy, might not always reflect 
a drug’s benefit to patients in a clinical 
setting. Greater emphasis is now placed 
on real-world treatment outcomes data 
to agree on a price that better reflects the 
drug’s true benefit to NHS patients. If a drug 
is deemed not cost-effective at the price 
initially proposed by the manufacturer, 
the Voluntary Pricing and Access 
Scheme, an agreement between the UK 
Government’s Department of Health and 
the pharmaceutical industry, can negotiate 

a different pricing arrangement with the 
manufacturer, often a simple percentage 
discount on the medicine’s price.

Because Australia is responsible for 
only 2% of the global pharmaceutical 
spend, it has little negotiating clout with 
the international pharmaceutical industry 
over drug pricing.

An urgency to bring new drugs to 
patients as early as possible while 
evidentiary data are still incomplete, plus 
the uncertain costs of manufacturing 
complex new drugs foment uncertainty 
about what a government should pay. 
More flexible ways for price setting 
are necessary. Various outcome-based 
payment models link the price the NHS 
pays for a drug to the outcomes the drug 
achieves in practice. These models include 
manufacturer rebates or refunds if the 
medicine fails to meet pre-agreed outcome 
targets for individual patients. Conversely, 
if a drug is subsequently proven to have 
clinical value, the manufacturer can 
renegotiate a price increase. In effect, the 
patient with an RLC has a safety net; if the 
drug that costs them so much does not 
work for them, they get their money back, 
in whole or in part.

Today, in Australia, many RLC patients 
must pay approximately A$8000 each 
time they visit the oncology clinic 
for their ICI injection. There is little 

chance of recompense; pharmaceutical 
company ‘compassionate access 
schemes’ are notoriously unreliable and 
non-transparent, hospital and hospital 
foundation funds are overstretched, any 
financial help from charities is transient 
and crowd-funding soon dries up (Box 1).

RLC research
Common cancers get most of the research 
and new treatments because they drain 
the public purse. Government funding 
in Australia has increased for cancer 
research, but mainly for common cancers. 
Of the A$400 million spent annually in 
Australia, only a negligible proportion 
goes to RLCs.27 Cancer researchers 
follow the money and gravitate towards 
common cancers to survive in their 
careers. Accordingly, many influencers 
on research grant awarding committees 
have backgrounds in common cancers. 
A Medical Research Future Fund funding 
initiative started in 2021 with rare cancers 
as a priority will help redress these 
balances.28 Cancer survival is directly 
related to research funding.29 The lack 
of funding for RLCs extends beyond the 
clinic and research laboratories into policy 
and services for those diseases.

Over the past two decades, there has 
been improvement in treatment for all 
types of cancer, but improvement for 
RLCs is less than for common cancers, 
and the gap continues to widen.2 Diagnosis 
is slower for RLCs, and misdiagnosis is 
common. RLC patients might encounter 
a lack of clinical expertise or receive 
20-year-old treatments.

Call to action
Managing physicians must navigate all 
this if they are to broach ICI therapy 
to a family already shouldering the 
turmoil of the impending death of a 
loved one. The likelihood of a positive 
outcome given the current data, how 
the subsidising landscape might change 
during a putative extended survival and 
the impending results from ongoing 
clinical studies of combinations of ICIs 
and other interventions all need to be 
communicated (Box 2).

Box 2. Note to the patient: 12 questions for your GP/oncologist

1. Why are you recommending this immunotherapy drug for me? Why is it preferable to other 
drugs, including those we have already tried?

2. What does this treatment do, exactly? How well does it usually work for my type of cancer?

3. What is the evidence for its effect on my cancer type?

4. How many immunotherapy drugs are available for my cancer? Can we try several together?

5. Can the immunotherapy drugs be combined with other forms of treatment?

6. What are the risks and side effects of this treatment?

7. What is the cost of this immunotherapy drug? Is it available on the PBS?

8. How can I get help paying for the treatment if I cannot afford it?

9. Are there clinical trials of this drug in which I am eligible to enrol? 

10. How long will I need this treatment?

11. What should I expect from the treatment itself? How long before I’ll see a response?

12. Suppose it doesn’t work, what then?

Note: An easy-to-read guide to immunotherapy for cancer can be found at www.cancercenter.com/
treatment-options/precision-medicine/immunotherapy

GP, general practitioner; PBS, Pharmaceutical Benefits Scheme.

http://www.cancercenter.com/treatment-options/precision-medicine/immunotherapy
http://www.cancercenter.com/treatment-options/precision-medicine/immunotherapy
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The future
Government health budgets will ultimately 
be overwhelmed by a plethora of new drugs 
vying for subsidy, the fruits of burgeoning 
new technologies and expertise. Thus, 
advocacy must be sustained to seek ways 
of making unsubsidised novel medicines 
affordable. Formalised arrangements 
with megaphilanthropy might help in the 
short term.30

It is a sad commentary on society that 
the fruits of brilliant biomedical research, 
ultimately paid for by public money, are 
becoming unaffordable to most people 
who need them.
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